EXECUTIVE FUNCTION: THE KEY TO SUCCESS

Learning at
home

WHAT IS EXECUTIVE FUNCTION?

Our brains are like giant corporations with CEOs who manage
a number of departments that control our emotions, bodily
functions, hormones, etc. The CEO’s office is in the prefrontal
cortex located behind our foreheads. The CEO manages our
executive functions there. Executive functions can be grouped
into six skill areas that are critical to school, work and life
success. When we are young, our CEO is inexperienced
and may not do her job as well as she could. Only through
repetition and experience can our CEO realize her potential.
This month we will explore our executive functions, what
academic impact we see when they are not working to their
fullest capacity and how we can improve them.
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THE SIX AREAS OF EXECUTIVE
FUNCTION AND WHAT THEY DO

PLANNING AND
ORGANIZING

SHIFTING
BETWEEN
SITUATIONS OR
THOUGHTS

SETTING
PRIORITIES

Our CEO manages the way we
plan and organize our calendars,
our thoughts, and our approach
to getting work done. When this
function is working well, we are
able to balance our time, meet
deadlines and logically structure
our thinking and work products.

Our days can be messy and
require us to shift our focus to
attend to the immediate task at
hand. This executive function
helps us find a good stopping
point for one topic or activity and
ready ourselves to move on to
another topic or activity.

We all have a lot of competing
pressures vying for our time and
focus. This executive function
helps us set priorities so we
are able to achieve our goals. It
helps us discriminate the order in
which we organize our work and
the importance we place on it.

MONITORING
OURSELVES TO
STAY ON TRACK

CONTROLLING
EMOTIONS AND
IMPULSIVITY

USING WORKING
MEMORY

Keeping on track prevents us
from feeling overloaded. This
executive function prevents us
from procrastinating and helps
us organize our time and efforts
so we are incrementally working
toward our goals.

Our behavior has consequences.
This executive function helps
us slow down and consider the
impact of various actions before
we impulsively engage in them.
It also helps us calm our stress
response and reason our way to
the best emotional response.

Working memory is our ability
to pull up multiple bits of
information from our long term
memory and use them. It helps
us remember steps in a process,
recall facts, and remember where
we put things.
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I judge other
people
negatively.
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IMPACT OF POOR EXECUTIVE
FUNCTIONING
I will have
plenty of time
to do that later.

I can’t find
my stuff.

I can’t get
started.
I can’t focus.
I can’t
follow this
conversation.

I don’t know
how to solve
this problem.

I can’t control
my emotions.

I am not sure
what is the most
important thing to
do.

I don’t know
what to do
first.

I am tired and
can’t do it fast
enough.

This is taking too
I like what I am doing now and
long for me to
don’t want to do something
process.
else yet.

I can’t
remember
I feel
argumentativethe
and steps
moodyto this
problem.

I don’t know
what I should
focus on.

I forget what I
want to say.
I acted out before
I thought about
it.
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BUILDING EXECUTIVE FUNCTION

Activities and Habits that Develop Executive Function

MONITORING
OURSELVES TO
STAY ON TRACK

My goals: List
your academic
goals for the day
or week.

Keeping track of goals is a key life
skill. Instead of just keeping track of
progress, make sure to process the
actions taken that led to success or
failure. Throughout each day or a
couple times per week, help your
children process what they did to
achieve their goals.

Did I meet my
goals? Y/N/Some

What did I do to
meet my goals?

SHIFTING
BETWEEN
SITUATIONS OR
THOUGHTS

What happened
What I will do
that prevented next time or what
me from reaching I will do again to
my goals?
help me achieve
my goals?

Identifying the ways your children achieved their goals can help them learn positive habits they can
repeat. Creating when-then statements can help children take control of their success. By identifying
the actions we control (ex. When I studied my vocabulary words for five minutes each day, I got an A
on my quiz), children learn the positive habits they can repeat to achieve future goals. They learn that
some actions and efforts lead to positive results and some don’t.
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Activities and Habits that Develop Executive Function
USING WORKING
MEMORY
Play memory games.

Memorize phone
numbers, addresses
and birthdays of
family members.

Play word of the day.

Play Trivia games.

Play memory games
on the go.

Assign specific places
to store items.

Create acronyms.

Reduce multitasking.

Make a list of words or
numbers or draw playing
cards and have your
children repeat them back
to you in order. See how
many they can do.
Ask Trivia questions related
to cartoons or games your
children like. Teach them
one fact per day and see
if they remember it a few
days later.

Create a task list.

Create task lists for daily
routines, such as a list of
steps to take to get ready
for school or a list of
items to remember before
leaving the house.

Say, “We are going to the
zoo and we are taking...”
Take turns listing items
and repeat the entire list
before adding a new item.
To remember task lists,
create an acronym. For
example, GFW means
Go, Flush and Wash. Put a
sign up to help remember
the acronym until it is
memorized.

Assign a word to use as
many times as you can
during the day and then
discuss how it was used
and how many times.

Multitasking can actually
shrink certain areas of
your brain, and it is linked
to shortened attention
spans. Complete one task
and then move on to the
next.
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Activities and Habits that Develop Executive Function
CONTROLLING
EMOTIONS AND
IMPULSIVITY

In January, we learned about the brain’s stress
reaction. Our brain is like a huge company with various
departments and employees. When our Data Manager
(Thalamus) and Security Monitor (Amygdala) fail to
do their jobs well, our CEO (Prefrontal Cortex) doesn’t
get a chance to lead. Building our ability to control our emotions and
impulsivity requires we change the way the structures in our brain work
together, so our CEO has the opportunity to lead with reason and logic.

Our data manager lives in our Thalamus. His job is to take in all the information from our environment and
write a report. Sometimes our data manager has a negative bias. He sees the world as dangerous and full of
risks. When he analyzes situations, he can try to confirm that bias by looking for negative stimuli that align
to his world view. Controlling our emotions sometimes starts by teaching our data manager to see the world
more positively, so his reports are more balanced and accurate.
Proactive: Try asking your children to identify two good things that happen to them each day. This can help them
shift their perspectives so they are looking for the good rather than the bad or scary. The data manager will start
confirming a positive or more realistic bias rather than a negative one.
Reactive: If your child exhibits emotional impulsivity, try processing the events that led up to that outburst by
asking the following questions:
What did your data manager put in the report about what is happening today?
Could there be another way he could have looked at the situation? What did he miss?
Let’s talk to your data manager. What would you like to tell him to do differently next time?

Our security monitor can be impulsive and push the panic button before the CEO gets a chance to review
the data manager’s report. Each time the security monitor hits the panic button, the button becomes more
sensitive, which intensifies the negative bias for the data manager. This cycle can prevent the CEO from
learning to manage our emotions and control impulsive behavior.
Proactive: Teach your children about the stress response in the brain and help them see that they get to control
their security monitor. It doesn’t control the CEO. Create a “Name it. Own it. Control it.” chart (see January
activity) that identifies the stages of stress and what your children can do when they first start to feel stress.
Reactive: If your child has an emotional outburst, try processing their behavior and how it impacts them by
asking the following questions:
Why do you think your security monitor is feeling threatened or scared?
How would things be different if you let your CEO read the report before the security monitor reacted?
Did your behavior make the problem better or create new problems?
What can we try next time to calm your security monitor down before he hits the panic button?

